Blumat Longs (Maxis) Installation Instructions
The smart watering system –
Take the guesswork out of watering your plants!

Use Blumat Longs (Maxi Carrots)
when your pot size is at least 12”
tall. They’re also great for
perennials, bushes and small trees.
The included Blumat installation
guide and catalog should answer
most of your installation questions.
You can also watch our YouTube
video at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
B0ifuOzshJc
Any questions, call our tech support
line 303-998-1323.
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Instructions
1. Start by
connecting the 8
mm hose to a
water reservoir or a pressure regulator
Unscrew the output adapter and slide it onto the 8 mm
tubing.
Push the tubing onto the nipple and screw the output
adapter back onto the pressure regulator or tank
connector.
Run the 8 mm tubing to your plants
Cut with scissors and use the fittings to lay the tubing around
your planting space
Water thoroughly

7. Fill the Blumat Carrots with water, screw tops back on, and soak
for at least an hour underwater.
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8. Water the garden again, push the Blumat Carrot in where you would
like the moisture sensed. Cut the 8 mm tubing and insert the Tee
attached to the Blumat Carrot.
9. For the last Carrot, use the elbow insert instead of the tee.
10. Turn on the water and adjust the flow on the carrots per instructions
in enclosed booklet
Adjusting the Longs is a little different from the standard Blumat sensors you don’t usually need to turn the valve down as much.
Other suggestions:
a) Wait 4-5 hours after “planting the Longs”
before adjusting – best is to insert the
Long in the evening and adjust early the
next morning
b) Turn adjusting screw until drops of water
hang but don’t drip and no more (unlike the
standard Blumats)
You can also plant these
horizontally like in these
pictures. Installed this
way, you can use about
half as many as normally
recommended.
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